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Abstract: In order to make full use of the heat in nonthermal plasma systems and decrease the
generation of by-products, a reverse-flow nonthermal plasma reactor coupled with catalyst was used
for the abatement of toluene. In this study, the toluene degradation performance of different reactors
was compared under the same conditions. The mechanism of toluene abatement by nonthermal
plasma coupled with catalyst was explored, combined with the generation of ozone (O3), NO2, and
organic by-products during the reaction process. It was found that a long reverse cycle time of the
reactor and a short residence time of toluene decreased the internal reactor temperature, which was
not beneficial for the degradation of toluene. Compared with the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)
reactor, toluene degradation efficiency in the double dielectric barrier discharge (DDBD) reactor was
improved at the same discharge energy level, but the concentrations of NO2 and O3 in the effluent
were relatively high; this was improved after the introduction of a catalyst. In the reverse-flow
nonthermal plasma reactor coupled with catalyst, the CO2 selectivity was the highest, while the
selectivity and amount of NO2 was the lowest and aromatics, acids, and ketones were the main
gaseous organic by-products in the effluent. The reverse-flow DBD-catalyst reactor was successful in
decreasing organic by-products, while the types of organic by-products in the DDBD reactor were
much more than those in the DBD reactor.
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1. Introduction

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are atmospheric pollutants that are harmful to human health
and the environment and have attracted increasing attention. Toluene is a typical VOC [1,2] that has
harmful effects on the human body, especially the nervous system.

Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) is a common nonthermal plasma generation method [3] that
includes two main discharge forms: dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) and double dielectric barrier
discharge (DDBD) [4,5]. According to the placement of catalysts, DBD can be divided into in-plasma
catalysis (IPC) and post-plasma catalysis (PPC). According to the discharge setup, DBD can be divided
into volumetric DBD, surface DBD [6], and hybrid setups. The most commonly used DBD reactor
setup combined with a catalyst is volumetric DBD with IPC [7]. In experimental research, compared
with plate-to-plate or parallel-plate DBD devices, annular or packed-bed DBD devices are widely used
in plasma catalysis research, due to their convenient set-up.

During the degradation of VOCs, conventional DBD reactors have some shortcomings, such
as low energy yield, harmful by-products, and poor selectivity [8]. In recent years, there have also
been many literature reports on the degradation of DDBD [9,10]. Some studies found that DDBD
can effectively improve the removal rate of pollutants [11]. Li et al. [12] found that in DDBD reactors
the mineralization rate of γ-Al2O3 and ZSM-5 mixed packing was high, and rod electrodes had
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superior toluene decomposition performance compared to coil electrodes. Zhang et al. [13] found
that there was less organic by-product generation in a DDBD reactor. Mustafa et al. [14] found that
a DDBD reactor with a 3 mm discharge gap resulted in better degradation of pollutants than when
the discharge gap was 6 mm, and the degradation of pollutants was improved after the addition of
catalyst. Muhammad et al. [15] found that in a DDBD plasma reactor the generation of ozone was
closely related to the discharge current, and the concentration of ozone increased exponentially in the
oxygen-containing atmosphere. Therefore, for some pollutants, the degradation effect of DDBD and
DBD reactors depended on the specific experimental conditions.

However, nonthermal plasma technologies share many problems, including generation of
by-products and high-energy consumption [16]. Over past decades, in order to offset these weaknesses,
plasma-catalytic technology has received considerable attention as a promising method for the complete
removal of VOCs [17–19]. This method combines benefits from the rapid response time of the plasma
technique and the high selectivity of catalysis [20,21]. Adding catalysts to DBD reactors is not only
beneficial to the degradation of pollutants, but also in decreasing the generation of by-products [22,23].
Siddharth et al. [24] found that under a given electric potential, the cooperative catalytic system
could polarize more effectively, enhance the electric field intensity and increase the average electron
temperature. Nader et al. [25] treated a mixed waste gas of benzene, toluene, and xylene with a
synthesized catalyst and nonthermal plasma, effectively improving the degradation efficiency of
pollutants. Zhu et al. [26] filled a nanometer-scale catalyst into the discharge area, greatly decreasing
the output of by-products O3 and NO2. At present, the combination of catalytic oxidation technology
and nonthermal plasma technology is one of the core technologies for the treatment of VOCs [27,28].

In the field of catalytic oxidation, flow reversing technology has been widely used because it
can effectively utilize system heat to achieve heat accumulation and increase energy yield [29–31].
Krzysztof et al. [32] optimized the thermal flow thermal reactor by increasing the gas flowrate through
more internal channels and extending the length of the inclined part of the roof to reduce the occurrence
of turbulence, which improved the flow uniformity, and the experimental results were consistent with
the simulation results. In a pilot scale reactor, Liang et al. [33] applied flow direction conversion to
keep the reactor at a high temperature; this decreased heat loss via exhaust gas and kept the reactor
operating at a low concentration of raw gas.

Clearly, flow reversing technology can promote the effective use of heat in the system, which is a
good way to save energy and improve energy yield. Therefore, it was decided to try combining flow
reversing technology with a DBD reactor. In preliminary investigations it was found that there were
few studies that combined the use of the three technologies. On the basis of previous experiments,
it appeared that flow reversing technology could be introduced to enable the use of the heat generated
by the plasma discharge instead of external heating, and that it could further solve the problem of
low degradation efficiency and energy yield in the nonthermal plasma treatment of VOCs. Liang
et al. [34,35] found that in a flow reversing plasma reactor, the system temperature increased and
changed periodically with the changes in the reversing period. Compared with conventional DBD
reactors, the optimized system conditions were conducive to increasing the system temperature and
the degradation of pollutants. The higher discharge energy level, the higher the toluene degradation
effect; however, the higher the maximum ozone production as well.

In this study, in order to make full use of the heat in a nonthermal plasma system and decrease
the generation of by-products, a reverse-flow nonthermal plasma reactor coupled with catalysts was
used for the abatement of toluene. Through studying the influence of flow reversal parameters on
energy consumption, toluene degradation, and by-products of the reaction system, optimized flow
direction transformation parameters were obtained. The degradation path of toluene under two kinds
of system conditions was also studied.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Catalyst Characterization

In the experiment, 7.5 wt % Mn/cordierite catalyst was used to fill the discharge zone to participate
in toluene degradation. The catalysts were characterized to study the chemistry and structure.

Textural parameters including the specific surface area (SBET), pore diameter (Pd), and pore volume
(Pv) were determined. As shown in Table 1, the SBET of original cordierite was very small at 1.5 m2

·g−1,
and there was almost no surface pore structure. After pre-treatment, the SBET increased to 55.1 m2

·g−1,
the Pv increased to 0.049 cm3

·g−1 and the Pd decreased, indicating that a large number of pore structures
appeared on the carrier surface, which was conducive to the loading of active components. The SBET

decreased to 24.2 m2
·g−1 and the Pd increased by 4.2 nm after the active component was supported,

indicating that the active component occupied a larger pore in the carrier and was better loaded on the
surface of the carrier.

Table 1. The specific surface area and pore structure of catalysts.

Catalysts SBET (m2
·g−1) Pd (nm) Pv (cm3

·g−1)

Original cordierite 1.5 17.7 0.0003
Cordierite (after pre-treatment) 55.1 4.1 0.049
7.5 wt % Mn/cordierite catalyst 24.2 8.3 0.047

In order to observe the loading of the active components on the carrier surface, three samples
were further analyzed by scanning electron microscope (SEM). In the Figure 1, the surface of the
original cordierite was relatively flat. After pre-treatment, a silica coating was observed on the carrier
surface. After the loading of active components, the particles were uniformly covered with silica and
the number of reactive sites was increased, which was conducive to toluene degradation.
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of (a) original cordierite, (b) cordierite (after
pre-treatment), and (c) 7.5 wt % Mn/cordierite catalyst.

To determine the actual content of active components on the catalyst, three samples were tested
by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). Two parallel samples were
tested, and the average value was taken as the test result (Table 2). It can be seen from Table 2 that
the actual load of Mn was lower than that calculated theoretically, indicating that there was a certain
amount of loss of active components during catalyst preparation.

Table 2. Elemental analysis results for the catalysts.

Catalysts Test Times Element Calculated Value (%) Actual Value (%)

7.5 wt %
Mn/cordierite

catalyst

1 Mn 7.5 7.2
2 Mn 7.5 6.8
3 Mn 7.5 7.1
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2.2. Degradation of Toluene in DBD and DDBD Reactor

At a set energy level (250 J·L−1), the degradation of toluene was carried out and the performance
of DBD and DDBD reactors was compared in terms of discharge and degradation efficiency. The flow
direction conversion period was 8 min per cycle and the gas flow rate was 6 L·min−1. The five
kinds of reactors tested were the: (I) DBD reactor; (II) DBD-catalyst reactor; (III) DDBD reactor; (IV)
DDBD-catalyst reactor; and (V) reverse-flow DBD-catalyst reactor. Points P and Q are the temperature
measurement points of the heat storage section of the reactor, and point O is at the discharge area in
Figure 2a.
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yield (EY).

In the experiments, DDBD reactors were found to decrease the discharge energy density under
the same discharge voltage compared with DBD reactors. This was due to the increase of the dielectric
layer thickness in the tube and the decrease of the discharge space in the system, so the comparison
was carried out under the same discharge energy density.

From Figure 2a, it can be seen that the temperature in the conventional DBD reactor (I) was low,
while the temperature in the DDBD reactor (III) was relatively high. The difference between the three
temperature measuring points in the latter reactor was small. The temperature of the DDBD reactor
with an empty tube was relatively high, up to 85.3 ◦C. In the DDBD reactor, the airflow entered the
outer tube after entering the buffer stable flow field. The change of air-flow direction in the inner
and outer tubes led to a relatively consistent increase in the temperature of the system. Therefore,
compared with the DBD reactor, the temperature of the DDBD reaction zone was higher.

Due to the existence of multiple dielectric layers in the DDBD reactors, the discharge of the inner
tube was more intense, forming a strong electric field area as the outer tube formed a weak electric
field area. With the same energy input, pollutants passed through the two discharge areas of the
strong electric field in the inner tube and the weak electric field in the outer tube, so that the toluene
conversion was improved by 31.6% (Figure 2b). However, compared with conventional DBD reactor,
the distribution of strong and weak electric fields in DDBD reactors resulted in the formation of more
organic by-products. The gas velocity was higher in the inner pipe, and the reaction time of pollutants
passing through the strong electric field was shorter. As previously reported, short residence time
decreases the removal efficiency of VOCs [36,37]. Some pollutant molecules were initially destroyed
by collision with high-energy particles. However, due to the insufficient reaction time, some pollutant
molecules left the strong discharge area before being completely degraded, leading to the formation of
a large number of organic by-products that attached to the inner tube wall.

In the DDBD-catalyst reactor (IV), the surface of the catalyst was readily covered by organic
by-products. This made it difficult for the catalyst to play its role as there was a synergistic effect
between the catalyst and plasma only in the early stage of the reaction, which gradually weakened with
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the extension of discharge time. Therefore, the DDBD-catalyst reactor could not effectively improve
the degradation efficiency of pollutants or the energy yield of the system.

For the DBD-catalyst reactor (II), Figure 2b shows that with increasing system temperature, the
degradation rate of toluene increased by 12.7% and the energy field increased by 1.6 g·kW−1

·h−1.
This indicated that the introduction of a catalyst was beneficial to the purification of pollutants,
showing a certain synergistic effect. On the catalyst surface, the adsorbed pollutants were degraded
by high-energy electrons and active radicals. Meanwhile, ozone and other long-lived substances
with oxidative ability were adsorbed on the catalyst surface, which also promoted the degradation of
toluene. However, the degradation effect of pollutants still needed to be improved in the DDBD reactor.

Considering the serious secondary pollution caused by the generation of organic by-products
in the DDBD reactor, the flow reversal technology was connected in series with the DBD reactor to
enable change of flow direction and optimization of the reaction system. Most of the heat generated
by the discharge of a single DBD reactor was carried out of the reactor by air flow. However, in the
reverse-flow DBD-catalyst reactor (V), the heat generated by plasma discharge or released by catalytic
oxidation further increased the system temperature. As shown in Figure 2a,b, the heat generated
by the flow direction conversion technology oscillated back and forth in the system, achieving a
maximum system temperature of 105.8 ◦C. This effectively activated the catalyst and improved the
catalytic oxidation efficiency and energy yield (EY) of the system, achieving improvement by 38.1%
and 2.93 g·kW−1

·h−1.
In the process of catalytic degradation of toluene in the nonthermal plasma systems, the mixture

of toluene was obtained by purging with air, so the formation of ozone was inevitable. Figure 3 shows
that the concentration of ozone generated in the DDBD reactor was significantly higher than that in
the DBD reactor. The concentration of ozone was lowest in the reverse-flow DBD-catalyst reactor,
at 162.9 mg·m−3, as some of the ozone was decomposed in the later stage of the reaction. In the
DDBD reactor, the concentration of O3 increased gradually with the extension of the discharge time,
finally reaching 448.4 mg·m−3. At this time, part of the ozone participated in the reaction or thermal
decomposition, resulting in a slightly decreased concentration. However, in the DDBD reactor, due to
the weak field strength in the discharge area of the outer tube and the low-temperature increase of the
system, the ozone concentration was much higher than that in the DBD reactor. When catalyst was
added into the reactor, the formation of O3 was inhibited [38] and the concentration of O3 decreased.
The catalyst could absorb ozone on its active sites to achieve catalytic degradation of ozone, effectively
decreasing the concentration of O3 and ultimately decreasing secondary pollution [39].
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2.3. Toluene Degradation in Reverse-Flow DBD-Catalyst Reactor

In the reverse-flow DBD-catalyst reactor, toluene degradation experiments were carried out
under different reaction system conditions. Furthermore, in order to study the role of flow reversing
technology on the reverse-flow DBD-catalyst reactor, toluene degradation was investigated under
different flow reversing parameters.

2.3.1. Effect of Flow Reversing Cycle Time

The flow reversing cycle is one of the most important factors affecting reactor performance. When
the flow direction switches, the heat oscillates in the reactor [40] where it can heat the intake air and
ensure the preheating of the catalyst bed [41]. The effect of the flow reversing cycle time on toluene
degradation was investigated with a discharge voltage of 16 kV, frequency of 100 Hz, and residence
time of 0.33 s. By selecting the appropriate commutation period, effective heat accumulation can be
achieved [42].

Compared with the conventional DBD reactor, it was found that the central temperature of
position O increased markedly after reversing the flow direction, resulting in more heat being stored in
the reaction zone. From Figure 4 it can be seen that when the flow reversing cycle time was 8 min, the
maximum temperature of the discharge area could reach 105.8 ◦C, which was about 50 ◦C above the
temperature at both ends, and the discharge area temperature was 39.6 ◦C higher than when the flow
reversing cycle time was 16 min. As the flow reversing cycle time was further increased, the flow was
maintained in a single direction for a long time. This meant that the heat was easily carried out by the
air flow, which was not conducive to the accumulation of heat and resulted in the gradual decline of
overall temperature in the system and a large amount of wasted energy. This, in turn, weakened the
role of the catalyst in the synergistic degradation of toluene.
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The degradation rate of toluene and the energy yield of the system were also negatively related to
the reversing cycle time. With a 16 min cycle time, the degradation rate of toluene decreased by 31%,
while the energy yield of the system decreased by 1.84 g·kW−1

·h−1. Therefore, the extension of flow
reversing cycle time resulted in increased release of heat generated in the plasma reactor and the rapid
annihilation of high-energy electrons, which led to decreased toluene degradation rate and energy
yield. Therefore, the optimal flow reversing cycle time was 8 min, which produced the system with the
highest heat utilization rate and afforded the best toluene degradation effect.

The effect of the reversing cycle on ozone generation is shown in Figure 5. As the reaction system
was equipped with the flow reversing technology, part of the heat generated by the plasma discharge
was stored in the heat storage section [43]. Since the internal temperature of the reaction system could
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reach up to 100 ◦C, the ozone was decomposed by heat while participating in toluene degradation.
The heat accumulation of the system was weakened with the extension of the reversing cycle time,
resulting in increased ozone concentration.
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Figure 5. Effect of flow reversing cycle time on O3 concentration.

2.3.2. Effect of Residence Time

Figure 6 shows the effects of air flow rate, and consequently, the residence time of toluene
molecules, with a discharge voltage of 16 kV, frequency of 100 Hz, and flow reversing cycle time of
8 min. Due to the introduction of flow direction reversing technology, the continuous change in air flow
direction resulted in part of the heat released by the discharge of the plasma reactor accumulating in the
heat storage section. As the air flow increased, the residence time of toluene molecules in the reactor
was shortened. The initial internal temperature of the system showed an overall upward trend. When
the gas volume was 8 L·min−1, the temperature at point O was 48.2 ◦C, and the highest temperature
was 105.8 ◦C. When the residence time was longer than 0.35 s, the toluene removal efficiency dropped
sharply. The decrease in residence time increased the gas velocity. The high-speed gas drove the heat
in the reactor to change the heat concentration point with the flow direction. When the residence time
was longer than 0.33 s, the increase in gas volume resulted in an increase in the number of toluene
molecules, improving the utilization ratio of active radicals and high-energy electrons. The system
reacted violently and emitted more heat. When the residence time was shorter than 0.33 s, this resulted
in increased gas velocity, which led to the aggregation point change and the temperature dropped
sharply; when the residence time was too short, the collector moved out of the regenerator and caused
a sharp decrease in system temperature and the disappearance of flow direction reversal. The effect
was similar to that of the ordinary DBD reactor.

As shown in Figure 6b, the degradation rate of toluene, the energy yield, and the temperature of
the system firstly increased and then decreased with increased residence time. When the residence
time was shortened, the reaction time of toluene molecules was shortened, and the degradation rate
of toluene decreased by 35%. The EY decreased by 0.15 g·kW−1

·h−1, which was lower than in the
DDBD reactor.
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Figure 6. Effect of the residence time on DBD reactor: (a) changes in T; (b) changes in η and EY.

As shown in Figure 7, the maximum concentration of ozone increased gradually as the residence
time increased. As the maximum temperature in the reaction system could reach above 100 ◦C,
the ozone participated in toluene degradation and was decomposed by the heat [44]. As the residence
time increased, there were more reactions between pollutant molecules and active radicals in the
reactor. At the same time, more active oxygen atoms reacted with each other to form ozone, but the
increase of ozone generation was slow.
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2.4. Gas-Phase Product Analysis

The degradation of VOCs by nonthermal plasma is a complex reaction process that is difficult to
control, so the generation of intermediate by-products is inevitable. In order to investigate the effect of
flow reversing on toluene degradation, the by-products generated in the reverse-flow DBD-catalyst
reactor were investigated.

2.4.1. CO2

In the degradation of toluene, the amount of CO2 produced reflects the degree of toluene
degradation. The CO2 selectivity in the process of toluene degradation by DBD and DDBD reactors
was compared, with the results shown in Figure 8.
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Under the same discharge energy density, CO2 selectivity was the highest when toluene was
degraded by flow reversing plasma catalysis. Due to the relatively low degradation rate of toluene in
the DBD reactor (I), the CO2 selectivity was also poor at only 12%. Additionally, the CO2 selectivity in
the DDBD reactor (III) was not as good as that in the reverse-flow DBD-catalyst reactor (V) due to the
formation of more organic by-products. These results were consistent with the degradation of toluene
under different reaction conditions.

2.4.2. NO2

Since the process of plasma degradation of VOCs is very dependent on the input of energy, higher
energy input can increase the degradation rate of VOCs, but more NO2 will be formed at the same time.
In the process of plasma treatment with air as the carrier gas, it is inevitable that nitrogen oxides will
be generated. The NO2 concentration in the gas was detected using a flue gas analyzer. The generation
conditions for different reactor types were compared, as shown in Figure 9.
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It can be seen from Figure 9 that less NO2 was generated in the DBD reactor (I) than in the
DDBD reactor (III). In the DBD reactor, the amount of NO2 production decreased significantly from
255.2 mg·m−3 to 134.7 mg·m−3 after the introduction of the catalyst. When also combined with flow
reversing, the amount of NO2 production further decreased by 3.28 mg·m−3. In the DDBD reactor, the
amount of NO2 production decreased by 68.5 mg·m−3 after the addition of the catalyst, so it could be
inferred that the formation and degradation of NO2 were mainly related to the presence of the catalyst.
There was no obvious effect of heat accumulation by the introduction of flow reversing technology.

2.4.3. Organic By-Products

In the study, infrared analysis and gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS) were used to
detect the types of organic by-products generated in the exhaust gas under different reaction conditions.
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According to the different vibration frequencies in the infrared spectrum, the gas-phase product
categories were determined.

As shown in Figure 10 and Table 3, ketones, acids, alcohols, and esters were the main organic
by-products generated during toluene degradation. DBD reactor (I) and DDBD reactor (III) produced
a greater concentration and more different types of by-products, and there were more polymer
by-products. After the addition of the catalyst to the system, the types of by-products decreased
in reactors (II) and (IV). After the addition of catalyst and flow reversing the system, the amount
of by-products produced in reactor (V) was significantly decreased and there were less types of
by-products; mainly ketones and alcohols were produced. This indicated that the optimized system
was conducive to the degradation of toluene and decreased the generation of organic by-products,
thereby decreasing secondary pollution.
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Table 3. Main products in different reactors. DBD, dielectric barrier discharge; DDBD, double dielectric
barrier discharge.

No. Reactors Main Products

I DBD acetone, butanone, ethyl acetate,
valeric acid, acetyl methacrylate

II DBD-catalyst butanone, ethyl acetate,
methylstyrene

III DDBD acetone, butanone, valeric acid,
ethyl phenylacetate, decan-1-one

IV DDBD-catalyst acetone, butanone, ethyl acetate,
phenethyl alcohol

V Reverse-flow DBD-catalyst butanone, heptanol

Compared with the DBD reaction system, there were more by-products in the DDBD reaction
system, and the transformation of toluene was highly incomplete. The generation of organic by-products
was not significantly improved in the process of collaborative catalysis, and the degradation of pollutants
and CO2 selectivity were not good. It was suspected that the active sites on the catalyst surface were
covered by a large number of organic by-products, leading to deactivation of the catalyst and even
further blocking of the catalyst pores, resulting in poor degradation of pollutants and more by-product
generation. The experimental results showed that the least amount and types of organic by-products
were produced in the flow reversing DBD catalyst reactor, with this system most effectively inhibiting
by-product generation of all the reactors tested.

2.5. Reaction Mechanism

The reaction process of nonthermal plasma co-catalysis for VOC degradation is complex, and the
reaction mechanism has not been completely elucidated. Nonthermal plasma plays an important role
in the actual reaction process. Applying knowledge of the reaction mechanism to this study, electrons
collided with toluene gas and with other particles, inelastically, to transfer most of their kinetic energy
to the particles. This changed the state or structure of the particles, thus producing a large number of
excited active radicals [45]:

e + O2→ 2 O• + e (1)

e + H2O→ OH• + H• + e (2)

e + N2→ 2 N• + e (3)

The toluene molecules were destroyed by the attack of high-energy electrons and gas-phase
radicals (such as O• and OH•) [12,46]. Therefore, in this experiment, aluminum foil as the grounding
electrode produced a uniform and dense electric field, high-energy electrons, and active radicals, which
effectively promoted the degradation of toluene. Due to the low bond energy of both the C–H bonds
of the methyl group attached to the benzene ring, and the C–C bond between the benzene ring and
methyl group (C–H bond: 3.5 eV; C–C bond: 3.8 eV), the attack of high-energy electrons and active
radicals broke these C–H and C–C bonds, thus forming benzene ring derivatives and other organic
intermediates. Benzoic acid, phenylacetic acid, phenylacetone, and other substances were obtained
from the product analysis results. As the carbon atoms of the benzene ring were bonded in a conjugated
π-bond, the benzene ring structure was relatively stable [47]. However, under the double attack of
active radicals and high-energy electrons, the benzene ring was broken. After ring opening, ether, acid,
ketone, and other by-products were further generated, such as acetone, ethyl acetate, and so on. At the
same time, some of the intermediate products reacted further to form more complex structures.

In nonthermal co-catalysis, the plasma and the catalyst acted on the gas component by producing
plasma chemical reactions and lowering the surface barrier of the catalyst, respectively. Plasma-activated
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gas molecules formed free radicals and influenced the catalytic process. The physicochemical properties
of the catalyst, such as roughness and dielectric constant, affected the electric field distribution near the
catalyst, thus affecting the rate of the gas-phase process [48,49]. Thus, the plasma and the catalyst had
a synergistic effect [13].

The combination of plasma and catalyst mainly affected the degradation efficiency, energy yield,
and types of pollutants formed. After the catalyst was added to the system, the form of discharge
changed to a combination of surface discharge of the catalyst and weak micro-discharge in the gap
space [50], resulting in decreased toluene conversion efficiency. Only when the generated surface
discharge could increase the activity of the catalyst could its negative impact be compensated for by
catalytic action [51]. This also explained why there was direct impact on the degradation of pollutants
in the DDBD catalytic reactor when the catalyst surface became coated, resulting in its inactivation.

In this experiment, the introduction of manganese catalyst resulted in O3, O2, high-energy
electrons, and active radicals in the gas adsorbing onto the catalyst surface. In the process of catalytic
degradation of toluene by nonthermal plasma, high-energy electrons reacted with oxygen in the
exhaust gas to form oxygen radicals, and then ozone. As the electron affinity of O3 (2.1 eV) is much
higher than that of O2 (0.44 eV), O3 can be used as an electron acceptor to promote the formation of
highly oxidized oxygen atoms [52]. Therefore, O3 was not only a by-product, but also a strong oxidant,
which played an important role in the destruction of toluene.

Among the various kinds of active radicals produced, oxygen radicals (O•) and hydroxyl radicals
(OH•) had the strongest oxidative ability. In the reaction process, these could react directly with
toluene molecules and intermediate products adsorbed on the catalyst surface [53]. The role of ozone
in the catalytic oxidation process was mainly as an electron acceptor, producing more hydroxyl
radicals and decreasing the recombination rate of electron-hole pairs, thus accelerating the formation
of hydroxyl radicals.

With the continuous function of radicals, benzene rings were further decarburized to form
straight-chain organic intermediates, and ultimately CO2 and H2O were produced. The reaction rate of
the catalyst surface depended on the chemical adsorption of toluene, the type of chemisorbed oxygen,
Mn–O bond strength, and the conversion rate between different valence manganese oxides [48,50].
Manganese-based catalysts can decompose active O3 [54,55]. In this study, the catalyst adsorbed O3 at
its active sites, decomposed it into O• and O2, part of which reacted with adsorbed oxygen species and
the other part oxidized toluene or organic by-products, as follows [47,52]:

X*+ O3→ X + O* + O2 (4)

O3 + O*→ 2 O2 + * (5)

Here, X and * stand for catalysts and active sites, respectively.
Nonthermal plasma can induce the dielectric heating of the catalyst, thereby improving its

apparent catalytic activity [10]. Additionally, the combination of flow reversing increased the system
temperature, further increasing catalyst activity. The mechanism of toluene degradation by the
DDBD-catalyst reactor was consistent with that of the DBD-catalyst reactor. The key factor in the
reaction was the generation of various active substances, such as high-energy electrons, hydroxyl
radicals, and oxygen radicals [56]. According to the above results and discussion, the total reaction
mechanism for toluene degradation by non-thermal plasma co-catalysis technology is shown in
Figure 11 [51].
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3. Experimental

3.1. Reaction Process

The reaction device is shown in Figure 12. The DBD and DDBD reactor outer tubes were quartz
glass tubes 32 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm in wall thickness. The DDBD reactor inner tubes were
8 mm in diameter and had 1 mm wall thickness. An aluminum foil-wound reaction tube was used as
the grounding electrode, with an effective discharge length of 50 mm. A tungsten wire was used as the
high voltage electrode through the center of the reaction tube, with a diameter of 1.5 mm. The outside
of the reactor was wrapped with insulating cotton. In the experiment, an alternating current (AC)
power supply with variable frequency and variable voltage was used; frequency regulating range was
50–3000 Hz and the voltage regulating range was 0–100 kV. The discharge duration was 2 h. Three test
positions were chosen to monitor the temperature at different positions in the reactor: O, in the middle
in the discharge area; P and Q, in the middle of the heat storage section.
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Figure 12. (a) DBD reactor and (b) DDBD reactor. Schematic diagram of reaction device: 1. quartz tube;
2. gas pipeline; 3. solenoid valve; 4. high voltage; 5. insulating plug; 6. grounding pole; 7. discharge
area (catalyst section); 8. heat storage section; 9. regenerator; 10. insulating cotton; 11. main air inlet;
12. main air outlet; 13. reactor inlet (outlet); 14. reactor outlet (inlet); 15. thermocouple temperature
measuring position; 16. power supply; 17. inner tube of DDBD reactor; 18. outer tube of DDBD reactor.

3.2. Flow-Reversal Device

As shown in Figure 12a, the flow-reversal device controlled the opening and closing of the pipeline
through the solenoid valve. When only solenoid valves ‘a’ and ‘d’ were opened, the gas passed
through the reactor from left to right; when only the solenoid valves ‘c’ and ‘b’ were opened, the gas
passed through the reactor from right to left. In this way, the flow direction of the gas was controlled.
Five kinds of reactors were involved in the experiment.
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3.3. Filling Materials

The filling materials in the reactor included regenerator and catalyst. The regenerator used in the
experiment was cordierite honeycomb ceramic (400 mesh, Φ29 mm, d = 12.5 mm). The catalyst was
7.5 wt % Mn/cordierite, which was placed in the discharge area with a bed length of 50 mm.

3.3.1. Catalyst Preparation

The 7.5 wt % Mn/cordierite catalyst was prepared using the impregnation method with cordierite
honeycomb ceramic of the same specification as the support. The specific preparation process was as
follows. After the cut cordierite carrier was cleaned with oxalic acid and deionized water, the surface
was coated with silica sol and dried. Certain amounts of manganese nitrate solution and γ-Al2O3

powder were mixed evenly in deionized water by stirring for 3 h in a water bath at 60 ◦C to obtain the
precursor slurry. After ultrasonic stirring at 60 ◦C for 6 h, the catalyst was prepared by dipping the
carrier in the slurry and baking it at 110 ◦C for 2 h, then calcining in a muffle furnace at 180 ◦C for 1 h
and at 500 ◦C for 3 h.

3.3.2. Catalyst Characterization

The specific surface area, pore volume, and pore size of the samples were determined using a
specific surface analyzer (Gemini V, Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, USA) by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) method and the Barret-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was
performed using the S-4300 microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). ICP-OES analysis was performed
using an atomic emission spectrometer (IRIS Intrepid ER/S, Thermo, Waltham, MA, USA).

3.4. Testing Methods

A saturated stream of pure toluene solution in a constant temperature water bath was swept by
air prior to entering the gas mixing cylinder. The air passed through the drying pipe in advance of
entering. The mixed gas entered the flow direction changing device after adjustment by the mass
flowmeter. The toluene concentration was maintained at 600 mg·m−3.

Toluene concentration was determined by gas chromatography (GC; 6890 N, Agilent, Palo Alto,
CA, USA), and ozone content was monitored by an ozone analyzer (106-M, 2B Technology, Boulder, CO,
USA). The formation of gaseous products such as CO2 and NO2 was detected by a flue gas analyzer
(Testo 350M, Lenzkirch, Germany), and the organic by-products of the reaction were determined
by infrared spectrometry (Nicolet iS5, Thermo, Waltham, MA, USA) and gas chromatography-mass
spectroscopy (GC-MS; Trace DSQ, Thermo, Waltham, MA, USA).

The main parameters involved in the experiment were as follows. According to the concentration
of toluene determined by GC, η was used to indicate toluene conversion, %. Specific energy density
(SED) was used to express the discharge energy density of injected unit reaction gas, J·L−1. Energy yield
(EY) was used to express the amount of pollutants removed per unit energy consumption, g·kW−1

·h−1.
The calculation formulas are detailed in the literature [34], and are as follows:

η =
C1 −C2

C1
× 100% (6)

SED =
Umax
√

2F
(7)

EY = 3.6×
(C1 −C2)

SED
(8)

CO2 selectivity =
CCO2

7(C1 −C2)
(9)
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Here, C1 and C2 represent the concentration value of toluene import and export, respectively,
mg·m−3; F is the gas flow rate, L·min−1; Umax is he voltage peak value, kV; and I is the secondary
current value, mA.

4. Conclusions

In order to make full use of the heat in nonthermal plasma systems and decrease the generation
of by-products, a reverse-flow nonthermal plasma reactor coupled with catalysts was used for the
abatement of toluene. With extension of the commutation period and shortening of the residence time,
the system temperature gradually decreased, which was not conducive to the degradation of toluene.
Therefore, it was necessary to select appropriate flow direction conversion conditions to make full
use of the heat. Under DDBD reaction conditions, the degradation efficiency of toluene was higher
than under DBD, but the concentration of NO2 and ozone was relatively high. The selectivity of NO2

generated in the DBD reactor was lower, and there was decreased NO2 generation in the DBD reactor
after the introduction of flow direction conversion. When catalyst was added, the concentrations
of NO2 and ozone decreased markedly. The organic by-products in the tail gas mainly included
aromatics, acids, and ketones. In the reverse-flow nonthermal plasma reactor coupled with catalysts,
the selectivity for CO2 was the highest, and the selectivity and amount of NO2 were the lowest.
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